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Colfosco has excellent access to the legendary Sella Ronda circuit in 
Italy. Colfosco is a smaller, quieter satellite village of neighbouring Corvara, with a few 
bars and restaurants and a group of large chalet-style hotels. It a fantastic place to 
have a peaceful experience after a day on the slopes. The stunning scenery alone is 
worth a visit. Part of the Alta Badia region, there’s great access to some of the best 
slopes in Italy. 

Our View on Colfosco

• For intermediates there’s a vast 
network of slopes ideal for cruising 
and confidence-boosting. The red 
back to Corvara underneath the Boe 
cable car is excellent, it’s usually 
uncrowded and retains good snow.

• The area around Corvara and Colfosco 
is excellent for novices, with great 
nursery slopes and lots of easy runs to 
progress to.

• For experts, the much longer wooded 
runs down to La Villa include a black 
run, which can be tricky when icy. Or 
you can whizz off towards Selva or 
Arabba on the Sella Ronda circuit.

Top Runs

• Après Ski Bar Sadla 
A classic alpine ski bar with 
very welcoming staff. On a 
sunny day the outside seating 
has beautiful views. 

• La Cianoa 
This intimate, cosy wine bar in 
Colfosco is a welcome place 
to relax with a drink after a 
day of skiing.

• Altrove  
This bar has a brilliant 
atmosphere and a great wine 
menu. Live music acts play 
throughout the winter season. 

• Mathiaskeller 
Classic South-Tirolean dishes 
fill the restaurant’s extensive 
menu. For a real treat, indulge 
in their excellent fondue!

• Hotel Restaurant Jägerhof 
This restaurant prides itself 
with its delicious South-
Tirolean dishes. It also has 
vegetarian and vegan options. 

• Ristorante Pizzeria Black Hill 
Excellent pizza in Colfosco 
at great value. A highly 
recommended choice.

• L’Sciadà restaurant 
The homemade pasta here is 
delightful. Its menu is full of 
traditional Ladin dishes. 
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